
Project Failure of Control (PFOC)

The following is a mix of desirables and failure triggers. Items labelled with ...FAIL… are triggers, 
for the rest please apply common sense or note your own situation and whether what is described 
feels right or wrong in your work. Items here generally are failures, hence the abbreviation PFOC 
for Project Failure of Control.

Misinterpretation is not such a big thing for one or two points. Projects that are near crisis point will
usually have 2 or 3 from this list that clearly stand out when talking with participants on the Project.

• PFOC1CARRYOVER: Weekly risks and concerns are not documented / circulated / 
responded to / clarified and 'tied in' to weekly 'carry over' activities. This failing is easily 
caught with effective 'Prince II' or similar.

• PFOC2COSTRUN30: Costs of 1/30th or more of the project appear in an unexpected or 
unplanned way (projects of £750,000 or more total budget)

• PFOC2COSTRUN20: Costs of 1/20th or more of the project appear in an unexpected or 
unplanned way (projects of less than £750,000 total budget)

• PFOC3GREY3RD: Third party boundaries / contracts / SLA's are not clearly defined.
• PFOC3SCOPE3RD: Third party work is outside of clear documentation / acceptance 

testing, or would be difficult to argue a case for in a legal case.
• PFOC3DOUBLE3RD: Third party boundaries / contracts / documentation / acceptance is 

insufficient to support a 'double outsourcing' where the support contract is offered to another
third party.

• PFOC4SCOPESEN: Seniors on the project with authority to 'scope' are unavailable for 
scoping exercises or are failing to 'close out' the scope descriptions.

• PFOC5PLANUPD2: Project planning of at least two months ahead is not maintained or 
updated to reflect work items completed or conditions on the ground.

• PFOC5PLANUPD4: Project planning of ALL tasks that have expected or actuals of 4 
person days of resource to be identified a fortnight in advance and updated in the planning

• PFOC5PLANUPD8: Project planning of all tasks that have expected or actuals of 8 person 
days or more of resource to be re-scoped or pass a 'fitness for bulk time-lining' review.

• PFOC5PLANUPD4FAIL: The fortnight in advance timing in PFOC5PLANUPD4 is 
proving difficult to adhere to – likely there are too many real time issues, resource issues, or 
a wider general failure in planning and the project is stuck in reactive situations.

• PFOC6TEST1: The implementer and tester are the same person. (Lack of pre-definition. 
Expense of rework more likely)

• PFOC6TEST2: The implementer and tester/QA are in the same team and pre-agreed TDD* 
not in place. (Lack of pre-definition / perspective. Expense of rework more likely)

• PFOC6TESTINT: Attempts are being made through time pressure or lack of support to 
encourage 'light' approach to change control testing elements, which does not fit with typical
test preparations for a system of that size / nature / profile.

• PFOC7NOACTLUCK: 'No Action' options are chosen because the work involved is unsexy 
or might prove a 'hot potato' if owned up to. Can manifest as suggestions of 'sub-project' 
being set aside as unnecessary or overkill. Aided by PFOC1CARRYOVER.

• PFOC8BURYBN1: Bury the 'bad news'. Linked to PFOC1CARRYOVER. What looks like 
burying 'bad news' can sometimes have genuine reasons and provided those reasons are 
described briefly, then the bad news is not buried, but becomes mitigated. Reasons like: 
“Executive decision” or “Cost sensitivity” are perfectly acceptable when documented as a 
reason in project documentation and attributed to a person. Handling reasons in this fashion 
allows retrospective examination and shows some 'openness' in the decision chain outside 
the project.
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• PFOC9REVISIT: Revisiting within 1 month of document release a significant project 
discussion, that was settled and documented with an agreed process flow. Two of the 
possible causes here that are most obvious to me are either “The project failed to accurately 
or completely describe the scenarios” … or … “A user or force in the project who was not 
happy with outcomes is attempting a reverse via stealth”. There are other possible reasons, 
but convince yourself on the first two described here before moving on.

With proper documentation, avoiding PFOC1CARRYOVER and/or good memories of the Senior 
Stakeholders, item PFOC9REVISIT can be easily mitigated. If it is as innocent as incomplete use 
cases/scenarios, then a short meeting outside of the main project meeting to follow up the gaps 
should take care of things. Poor memories of Senior Stakeholders can be a symptom of project 
saturation or too much multi-tasking, and can be very costly if it is not spotted and mitigated by the 
Project manager through good project practice and documentation.

Reviewing the previous weeks risks, concerns, scoping from documentation in first 5 minutes of the
meeting can help recall and helps mitigate a failing of PFOC1CARRYOVER.

PFOC5TEST1 or PFOC5TEST2 can work okay in some organisations, where honesty and proper 
user/analyst conduct reduce risk and label 'rework' as such when required. 
PFOC5TEST1 or PFOC5TEST2 are unlikely to work in projects that also have issues with 
preparation, documentation, or validation of requirements.

But none of this is Agile? A lot of the points made here are not exclusive of 'Agile' style working, 
however PFOC5PLANUPD4 probably is. Should you redefine the time limit for 
PFOC5PLANUPD4 to be better fitting your local conditions? If necessary yes, but tying this back 
to 'Agile' I pose this question…

Suppose PFOC5PLANUPD4 was updated to be '5 minutes', is this too short or too Agile? 

My experiences in setting PFOC5PLANUPD4 as a fortnight are based on the preparedness of 
requirements on a million pound project I was working on this calendar year. You might adjust the 
fortnight time period, but be aware that it is designed as a trigger for detecting failure, so set it 
appropriately based on your judgement so it still acts in that way.

*TDD is short for Test Driven Development –  Can be 'zero cost' in terms of tools for languages like
Python or similar.

What would a 'Fitness for bulk time-lining' involve? A discussion with the Project Analyst or other 
participant to challenge the work item to see if it can be broken down into 2 or more work items in a
way that is still meaningful. Choosing an example much at random…
..if the item was 'log-rotation of key logs on all service nodes', could it be broken down into two 
tasks of instead:

• 'log-rotation of audit and authentication logs on all login nodes' 
• 'log-rotation of audit and authentication logs on all storage and head nodes'
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